
Minutes of Patient Participation Forum
5th July 2016

Apologies: Larry Angel, Alan Hoyland

Attendees: Joanne Hucksteep (new member), Naseem Howley, Carolyn Storey,
Philip Morris, Christel Stockbridge, Bob Burgin

1. RL Welcome Joanne Hucksteep. Introductions were made. JH explained she
had free volunteer time, help with anything, she previously was a nurse most
of her life caring for patients in a nursing home run by social services, she also
ran a day centre for the elderly and worked with children with special needs.
NH would like to take her up on this offer, JH stated she was good with art.
NH and JH to keep in touch.

2. Review of Minutes
All agreed minutes were not formal meetings, they do follow a procedure.

CS queried named GP, RL explained that named GP means nothing, patients
entitled to see any GP they wish.

Agreed accurate reflection of previous meeting, RL signed off

3. Well Pharmacy
RL explained about past meetings with Co-op Pharmacy Head Office then
more recently Well Pharmacy to JH meetings. Well Pharmacy have recently
had a new manager called Jameel, he seemed sensible and the pharmacy
should start improving. RL asked about recent experiences with Well. CS had
recently had a bad experience regarding a prescription for steroid eye drops.
RL commented that if we received a request for steroid eye drops we would
not be happy in initiating a prescription without hospital documentation as it
was not something primary care prescribe. RL commentat that the hospital
normally prescribe a week as they are slashing their medication budget. DB to
look into why the medication took so long to approve.

Both CS and CS thought the blond haired receptionist at well was very
approachable along with all others on the desk.

Prescriptions seem to go missing, CS commented that they could not find a
script, the prescription box at Well did not appear to be in alphabetical order, it
took ages to find. NH thought they may be in date of receipt in the box.
PM decided to move pharmacy. Invite Jameel to next meeting to explain how
systems work.

4. Members of group letter
Partners not allowed to leave internal in-house meeting last week until they
came up with two names each to send letters too. Group to come up with one
name of someone reasonable to invite to group. Group were unsure who were
patients.

5. CQC
RL explained what the Care Quality Commission do, they are a government
organisation who are a watchdog organisation who go into hospitals, care
homes, dentists and GP practices, they visit and grade it. RL thanked Larry,



Christel, Bob and Naseem for talking to them. RL kept the patients happy,
whilst colleagues explained what we did at Richmond, Dr G Scott and Denise
undertook a lot of the work with DrS doing most. We received draft report
yesterday and RL was delighted, we were in all areas. The areas are, are we:

Safe, effective, caring, responsive to peoples needs and well led. The CQC
could mark us as:

Inadequate, requires improvement, good and outstanding

The CQC team were with RMC all day, there was a visit GP, Practice
Manager and a lady from CQC. NH, BB, CS thought the lady from CQC was
very nice. RL stated that we did have a mention in the report in relation to our
community engagement in as much as our community engagement was
outstanding, we are safe, effective, caring, responsive and well led.

Christel did notice whilst waiting to be interviewed that some patients called
twice on the Jayex board whilst others called once. RL thought the clinician
who only called once may be that the patient did not turn up, normally we call
twice.

6. Difficulty getting appointment PM
PM was sat in the waiting room, patient had been to see a GP, told by GP they
needed appointment following week, two patients who were in front of patient
were informed first available appointment was four weeks. PM did receive an
appointment when he needed it. RL acknowledged that there was a delay in
available appointments, far few than we would like. RL stated that we have a
new GP commencing in August, to enable this to happen the partners are
having to have a significant pay reduction to be able to pay that person.
Patient demand and expectation is high, we are growing in list size, we cannot
control number of patients joining the practice as we are not allowed to close
our list. Once we realise our numbers are going up significantly we can try
and look at capacity. BB asked about email consultations to help with
numbers seen, RL stated that he did not like emails and they do not cut down
time in fact they took longer. RL stated clinicians were seeing more and more
people who do not need to be seen. We do telephone consultations, 30% of
patients do not answer there phone, yesterday 80 phone calls were dealt with.
Need to see the people face to face, self management first. The group asked if
all partners worked full time, RL explainted that there were four partners who
all work four days per week, GS going to reduce to 3 days per week we also
have 3 salaried GP’s, 4 training doctors. 5.5 full time equivalents and four
training doctors. Christel enquired of juniors doctors visiting, RL junior
doctors visited but were debriefed twice a day. All partners work part-time as
work so hard over four days, they are being stretched to breaking point. The
new person joining in August will be working 4 days per week with full time
hours. NH asked how the satelite service worked, RL explained that this was
part of the Prime Ministers Challenge Fund which Sheffield bid for and
succeeded. PMCF was announced a year ago, the Government think there is a
need for 24/7 NHS, we think there is a 24/7 with the OOH service but this
service is not enough. The PMCF gave primary care money for evening and
weekend working manned by GP’s from practices. DB explained that the
services were GP’s, nurses in the hubs, appointments offered at other practices
ie us and woodhouse had four appointments each day for each others patients,
also additional mental health and social worker access for GPs. There are four



hubs across the City OOH based at NGH, Crookes, Woodhouse and Sloan
medical centre offering appointments from 6 to 10 midweek and 10 to 6 Sat
and Sunday, we cover some of those shifts. If patient needs to be seen and we
cannot see the patient, an appointment is offered at the hub, patients. We are
finding patients do not attend as they don’t want to be seen by another GP. RL
would refer a patient to the hub on a Friday, young patients that need to be
seen. Would have preferred the money to go into general practice so there is
continuity with patients. The funding this year has been cut by 40% but we
are expected to provide the same service.

RL reiterated that the Partners acknowledge there is a problem, if you need an
appointment and there is no appointments he recommend a telephone call. NH
commented that she thought it was all about patient expectations wanting it
when they want it.

7. Staff:
Joining in August: Dr J Hall, Chair of Sheffield Faculty of RCGP and Vice

Chair of RCGP, will be working four days per week Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur,

continue to work for CQC and RCGP

Nurse Shirley Dunn reducing her hours, moving towards retirement in two

years Jenine has taken over as nurse leader

Receptionist, explained Lizzie’s role moving from apprentice to permanent,

the need for a further receptionist to be advertised shortly

Apprentice vacancy

BB queried if it was the JH who was Chair of Sheffield RCGP, RL stated it
was, BB thought extremely hard worker, an asset to the centre, she will be
proud working here.

8. Look into telephone system, longer numbers in que and what numbers they
are.

9. Notice board on reception, children pick at it and pull letters off. DB said we
were looking into cost of an engraved notice board.

10. CSt mentioned the disabled parking, we confirmed the first slot was not
disabled parking. If reception noted and had time they put slips on
windscreens to alert patients to the fact they are parking in disabled parking
with no badge, DB stated this was hard to police.

11. Time for next meeting September 20th 2016


